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Commonwealth customs and traditions: Warm up

Before beginning the chapter, set a homework assignment for the students to research the Commonwealth and so gain 
some background information to support understanding of the texts.

20.1 An introduction to the Commonwealth

Read and discuss Text 20.1.1; the students may be able to add more information from their research.

20.2 Customs and traditions of some Commonwealth 
countries

Text 20.2.1 Scotland

As surfing in Scotland was a topic in Chapter 18, students will have some background information. The text describes 
typical customs and traditions at New Year in Scotland. Ask the students to describe some of the typical events at New 
Year in their own countries before reading the text.

Text 20.2.2 Sri Lanka

Ask the students to locate Sri Lanka on a map and suggest in what ways it may be different from Scotland (location, 
climate, language, people, etc.). As an additional task, students could research the history of Sri Lanka.

Text 20.2.3 The Bahamas

Locate the Bahamas on a map. Ask the students for any previous knowledge about this country, and how they expect it to 
be different from Scotland and Sri Lanka.

20.3 England

Before looking at the book, ask the students, in pairs, to discuss and predict what customs and traditions they expect to be 
mentioned in this section, from their previous knowledge of England.

Ask the students if they drink tea and if so what kind of tea. Can they explain in detail how to make tea? A good oral 
exercise is to ask each student how to do something so that they have to give clear, detailed instructions. Making tea is one 
idea, but they will think of many more.

Exam practice

Writing a blog or an email are tasks that should be familiar to the students: remind them to use the appropriate text 
conventions. Students should share and discuss their outline with the teacher or another student before beginning to 
write.
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Answers

Text 20.1.1

General comprehension

1   False – ‘Countries which were colonies of the British Empire [became] member countries of the Commonwealth.’

2  False – ‘Many of these countries have retained customs and traditions from the time when they were British 
colonies’

3  True – ‘All member countries have an equal say’

4  True – ‘The Monarch… is the head of the Commonwealth’

5  False – ‘reminds everyone that the Commonwealth exists’

6  False – ‘the third-largest multi-sports event after the Summer and Winter Olympic Games’

7  True – ‘lawn bowls, netball and rugby 7s’

8  True – ‘Africa, Asia, Caribbean and Americas, Europe, and the Pacific’

Text handling

1 I

2 B

3 J

4 F

5 H

6 G

7 C

8 K

Text 20.2.1 

General comprehension

1  Hogmanay means New Year’s Eve.

2  The origins cannot be explained as they are not clear.

3  During the Protestant reformation period Christmas was banned, so New Year became the time to celebrate.

4  Burns Night and St. Andrew’s Day are the other Scottish celebrations mentioned in the text.

5  People prepare for the celebrations which includes cleaning the house.

6  They believed it wasn’t good to go into the new year with debt.

7  He thinks it is a pity because a lot of people overspend at Christmas and do have debt to carry over into the new 
year.

8  The bells are rung, people sing Auld Lang Syne, and fireworks are set off.

9  For good luck, the first person over the threshold must be male, with dark hair and carrying a gift of coal, 
shortbread, black bun, or whisky.

10  Having good luck means the household will be safe and warm and have enough food throughout the year.
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Text handling

1  answers will vary

2  Match the words:

  I C

  II E

  III D

 IV F

  V A

Grammar in context

1 She loves ice cream and her sister does too.

2 He can’t remember when Valentine’s Day is and his best friend can’t either.

3 He hasn’t got a motorbike and I don’t have one either.

4 She has finished all her homework and her friend has too.

5 I am tired and my brother is too.

Text 20.2.2 

General comprehension

1 Suggested answer: The island is in the shape of a tear.

2 The population of Sri Lanka is made up of many different ethnic groups.

3 The three languages most used are Sinhala, Tamil and English.

4 Rice is the staple food, which is often eaten with eggs, fish, meat and vegetables. Spices, chilli peppers and coconut 
milk are also used.

5 Older citizens greet each other traditionally with their palms together at chin level, as if in prayer.

6 The New Year is celebrated in April.

Text handling

a south

b capital

c population

d mix

e range

f ethnic

g practised 

h inhabitants

i religious
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Text 20.2.3 

General comprehension

1  The Bahamas became independent on 10 July 1973.

2  The British ruled the Bahamas for 325 years.

3  The Changing of the Guard still takes place regularly in the Bahamas.

4  Christopher Columbus was the first European in the Bahamas.

5  The money came from the sale of precious wood from the Bahamas.

6  The origin of the Junkanoo festival is not clear. Some say it was from a local hero, John Canoe, others from the 
French ‘gens inconnus’ masked people, and still others say it originated in the days of slavery.

7  The slaves celebrated their free days by singing and dancing in colourful masks, travelling from house to house.

8  Cowbells, drums, whistles, and horns are used to accompany the dancing.

9  The festivals take place on Boxing Day, New Year’s Day and in the summer, from 2am to 10am.

10  The music motivates the people to start dancing.

Text handling

1  original inhabitants

2  landfall

3  resort

4  outwit

5  enslaved

6  abolished

7  exuberant

8  cacophony

9  fusion

10  predominantly

Grammar in context (sentence structure)

1 Mary studied very hard but she didn’t pass the exam.

2 The weather is really bad but we will still go for a run.

3 We had never met before but we understood each other immediately.

4 Although she had a terrible headache, she still went to the concert and enjoyed it.

5 Although Sarah speaks Chinese well, she cannot write it at all.

6 Although I would love to come to visit you, I really do not have the time.

Grammar in context (comparison)

 answers will vary

Text 20.3.2

General comprehension

1  Tea thrives in tropical and sub-tropical climates.

2 Tea drinking began in China, as early as the 10th century BC.

3  Catherine of Braganza, the Portuguese queen consort to King Charles II, introduced tea drinking to the UK.

4  Tea drinking became normal in the 19th century.

5  The type of tea produced depends on the processing it undergoes.

6  Tea leaves wilt and oxidize if they are not dried quickly.

7  Yes, because it contains many antioxidants and has less caffeine than coffee.

8  The custom of afternoon tea developed to bridge the gap between lunch and dinner.

9  Afternoon tea includes sandwiches, scones, pastries and cakes, and tea.

10  Afternoon tea today tends to be for a special occasion.
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Text handling

1

Noun Verb

combination to combine

consumption to consume

occurrence to occur

production to produce

growth to grow

exploration to explore

introduction to introduce

oxidation to oxidize

fermentation to ferment

indulgence to indulge

development to develop

anticipation to anticipate

celebration to celebrate

2 a liable to wilt – likely to droop and become soft so the plant is no longer usable

 b to stem the hunger – to keep hunger away for a while

 c ladies who climb the echelons of society – ladies who are keen to improve their social position

 d the genesis of – the beginning of

 e an occasional indulgence – a treat once in a while

 f  a baby shower party – a party for a mother before the baby is born, to celebrate the coming baby and give her 
gifts

3 a blending

 b renowned

 c initially

 d engaged

e occasion

f invitation

g genesis

Grammar in context 

Suggested answers:

1 She cut a loaf of bread.

2 He drank a glass of beer.

3 He bought a piece of land.

4 She made a cup of tea.

5 The bucket holds a litre of water.


